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Abstract. We present an institution of observational logic suited for state-based
systems specifications. The institution is based on the notion of an observational
signature (which incorporates the declaration of a distinguished set of observers)
and on observational algebras whose operations are required to be compatible
with the indistinguishability relation determined by the given observers. In
particular, we introduce a homomorphism concept for observational algebras
which adequately expresses observational relationships between algebras. Then
we consider a flexible notion of observational signature morphism which
guarantees the satisfaction condition of institutions w.r.t. observational
satisfaction of arbitrary first-order sentences. From the proof theoretical point of
view we construct a sound and complete proof system for the observational
consequence relation. Then we consider structured observational specifications
and we provide a sound and complete proof system for such specifications by
using a general, institution-independent result of [6].

1

Introduction

In this paper we study a logical framework for the specification of the observable
behaviour of software systems which is particularly suited for state-based systems but
may also be used for specifying infinite data and behavioural properties of abstract
data types. Formally, we introduce an institution of observational logic and we study
proof methods for first-order observational properties of structured specifications built
over this institution.
Although our approach is novel, it is influenced by previous behavioural approaches,
in particular of [4, 11, 16, 21, 23]. The important difference to [4] is that in the present
approach we use a built-in observational semantics which previously led to problems
w.r.t. the encapsulation of observational properties of parts of a system specification
(cf. [1, 15]). In the hidden sorted algebra approach (cf. e.g. [11]) encapsulation is
achieved at the cost of a rather restrictive notion of signature morphism which
recently was generalized in [8] (see the discussion in Section 5). Another popular
formalism which deals with a state-based view of systems is provided in the
framework of coalgebras (cf. e.g. [23, 16]). These approaches, however, have
problems to deal with n-ary operations working on several non-observable (hidden)
argument sorts which frequently occur in practice (see also Section 5). Moreover,
coalgebraic approaches are based on terminal semantics while we are interested in a
loose semantics in order to obtain sufficient freedom for the choice of
implementations.

The starting point of our approach is a methodological consideration: A well-known
method for specifying abstract data types (or, more concretely, for writing functional
programs) is to determine first a set of constructor symbols which describe how the
elements of the data type are constructed and then to define functions which can be
applied to the data (usually by case distinction over the given constructors). An
analogous method can be used for specifying state-based systems. First, a set of
observer symbols is declared which determines an indistinguishability relation (also
called observational equality) for the non-observable elements (i.e. for the states).
Then the operations are specified, usually by describing their effects w.r.t. the given
observers.
Formally, these considerations lead to our notion of an observational signature which
contains a distinguished set of observer symbols. A similar idea was presented in [21]
(and recently in [9] and [8]).1 Based on the notion of an observational signature we
define observational algebras as those structures whose operations are compatible
with the observational equality (determined by the observers of the signature). In this
way we obtain, in Section 3, a category of observational algebras with a notion of
observational homomorphism that is suited to express observational relationships
between algebras. Moreover, we establish a full and faithful functor from the category
of observational algebras to the category of standard algebras which is compatible
with the observational satisfaction relation defined in Section 4.
In Section 5, we introduce the institution of observational logic. It turns out that our
general notion of an observer (used in observational signatures) allows us to define a
powerful notion of observational signature morphism which guarantees, nevertheless,
that the (observational) satisfaction condition of the institution is valid. Then, in
Section 6, we define a sound and complete proof system for observational logic.
The results obtained so far allow us, first, to apply a generic construction of structured
specifications over an arbitrary institution (cf. [24]), thus obtaining a basic language
of structured observational specifications. Secondly, we can also apply a generic
construction of a sound and complete proof system for structured specifications (cf.
[6]) which leads to a corresponding proof system for structured observational
specifications.

2

Algebraic Preliminaries

We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions of algebraic specifications (cf. e.g.
[18]), like the notions of (many-sorted) signature Σ = (S, OP) (with a set S of sorts and a set OP
of operation symbols op: s1,…,sn → s), signature morphism σ: Σ → Σ’, total Σ-algebra A =
((As)s∈S, (fA)f∈F), Σ-congruence, Σ-term algebra T(Σ, X), valuation α : X → A and
interpretation Iα: T(Σ, X) → A. Throughout this paper we assume that the carrier sets A s of a
Σ-algebra are not empty and that X = (Xs)s∈S is a family of countably infinite sets Xs of
variables of sort s ∈ S. The class of all Σ-algebras is denoted by Alg(Σ). Together with Σhomomorphisms this class forms a category, for simplicity also denoted by Alg(Σ).

1 Indeed our notion of an "observer" is a generalization of an "action" in the sense of [21] and

of a "behavioural operation" in the sense of [8].

For any signature morphism σ: Σ → Σ’ the reduct functor _ σ : Alg(Σ’) → Alg(Σ) is defined as
usual. The reduct of a relation ϕ’ ⊆ A’ x B’ w.r.t. σ: Σ → Σ’ is denoted by ϕ’ σ where
ϕ’ σ ⊆A’ σ x B’ σ is defined by (ϕ’ σ)s =def ϕ’σ(s) for all s ∈ S.
The set of (many-sorted) first-order Σ-formulas is defined as usual whereby we will also admit
infinitary Σ-formulas built by countably infinite conjunctions (or disjunctions). A finitary Σformula is a Σ-formula which contains no infinitary conjunction (disjunction resp.) and a Σsentence is a Σ-formula which contains no free variable. The (standard) satisfaction relation,
denoted by A |= φ, is defined as usual in the first-order predicate calculus (with a
straightforward extension to infinitary formulas, cf. e.g. [17]). The notation A |= φ is extended
in the usual way to classes of algebras and sets of formulas. A Σ-sentence φ is a semantic
consequence of a set Φ of Σ-sentences, also denoted by Φ |= φ, if for any Σ-algebra A with
A |= Φ we have A |= φ.

|

|

|

|

|

|

3 The Category of Observational Algebras
An observational signature is a generalization of a standard algebraic signature with a
distinguished set of observable sorts (determining the carrier sets of the observable
values) and with a distinguished set of observer operations (determining the
experiments that can be used to distinguish non-observable elements, often called
"states"). An n-ary operation op: s1,…, sn → s with several non-observable argument
sorts may also be used as an observer (which is not the case in [21] and in [8]). In this
case op is equipped with a "position number" 1 ≤ i ≤ n which indicates the argument
sort of the states to be observed by op. For instance, if op: s 1, s2 → s is a binary
operation then we can declare either (op, 1) or (op, 2) or both, (op, 1) and (op, 2), as
observer thus obtaining as much flexibility as needed in practical examples.
Definition 3.1 (Observational signature) Let Σ = (S, OP) be a signature and SObs ⊆ S
be a set of observable sorts. An observer is a pair (op, i) where (op: s1,…, sn → s)
∈ OP is an operation symbol such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n and si ∉ SObs. (op, i) is a direct
observer of si if s ∈ SObs; otherwise it is an indirect observer. If op: s1 → s is a unary
observer we will simply write op instead of (op, 1). An observational signature
ΣObs = (Σ, SObs, OPObs) consists of a signature Σ = (S, OP), a set SObs ⊆ S of
observable sorts and a set OPObs of observers (op, i) with op ∈ OP. ♦
Convention
We implicitly assume in the following (if not stated otherwise) that
whenever we consider an observational signature ΣObs, then ΣObs = (Σ, SObs, OPObs)
with Σ = (S, OP) and similarly for Σ’Obs etc.
Example 3.2
The following is a simple observational signature for bank accounts
with observer "bal" determining the balance of an account and an operation "update"
subsuming the usual credit and debit operations. Here and in the following examples
we use postfix notation for unary operations and infix notation for binary operations.
sorts {account, int}
observable sorts {int}
observers { _.bal: account → int}
operations {new: → account, _.update_ : account, int → account}

A more advanced signature for bank accounts may be obtained by introducing also an
indirect observer "_ .undo: account → account" intended to reconstruct the previous
state of an account after having performed an action. ♦
Any observational signature determines a set of observable contexts which represent
those experiments which allow us to distinguish elements by the given observers.
Definition 3.3 (ΣObs-context) Let ΣObs be an observational signature, let X = (Xs)s∈S
be the generally assumed family of variable sets and let Z = ({zs})s∈S be a disjoint
S-sorted family of singleton sets. For all s, s’ ∈ S the set C(ΣObs)s→s’ of ΣObs-contexts
with "application sort" s and "result sort" s’ is inductively defined as follows:
(1) For each s ∈ S, zs ∈ C(ΣObs)s→s.
(2) For each (op, i) ∈ OPObs with op: s1,…, sn → s’, for each c ∈ C(ΣObs)s→si and
pairwise disjoint variables x1,…, xn (not occurring in c) of sort s 1,…, sn,
op(x1,…, xi-1, c, xi+1,…, xn) ∈ C(ΣObs)s→s’.
Each context c ∈ C(ΣObs)s→s’ contains, besides variables in X, exactly one occurrence
of the "context variable" zs. The application of a context c ∈ C(ΣObs)s→s’ to a term t of
sort s, denoted by c[t], is the term obtained by substituting the term t for z s.
An observable ΣObs-context is a ΣObs-context with observable result sort s’ ∈ SObs.
We denote by C(ΣObs)s→SObs the set of observable contexts with application sort s. ♦
In Example 3.2 the only observable context is "zaccount.bal". If we additionally use the
indirect observer "undo" then there are infinitely many observable contexts of the
form "zaccount.undo.undo … .bal".
Elements which cannot be distinguished by the experiments of an observational
signature are considered to be observationally equal, formally defined as follows.
Definition 3.4 (ΣObs-equality) Let ΣObs be an observational signature. For any
Σ-algebra A ∈ Alg(Σ) the observational ΣObs-equality on A is denoted by ≈ΣObs,A and
defined by:
For all s ∈ S, two elements a, b ∈ As are observationally equal w.r.t. ΣObs i.e.
a ≈ΣObs,A b, if and only if for all observable contexts c ∈ C(ΣObs)s→SObs and for all
valuations α, β: X∪{zs} → A with α(x) = β(x) if x ∈ X, α(zs) = a, β(zs) = b, we have
Iα(c) = Iβ(c). Obviously, if s is an observable sort, then for all a, b ∈ A, a ≈ΣObs,A b is
equivalent to a = b. ♦
For any Σ-algebra A, ≈ΣObs,A is an equivalence relation on A. But it is important to
note that for an arbitrary Σ-algebra A there may exist (non-observer) operations which
are not compatible with the observational equality ≈ΣObs,A, i.e. ≈ΣObs,A is in general
not a Σ-congruence on A.
In this paper we follow the loose semantics approach to algebraic specifications where
a specification can be considered as a description of all admissible implementations
(represented by the models of the specification). The basic assumption of the present
approach is that, having declared a set of observers, an implementation can only be
admissible if all its operations respect the observational equality determined by the

given observers. Formally, this is expressed by the following notion of an
observational algebra.
Definition 3.5 (Observational algebra) Let ΣObs be an observational signature. An
observational ΣObs-algebra is a Σ-algebra A such that ≈ΣObs,A is a Σ-congruence on
A.2 The class of all observational ΣObs-algebras is denoted by AlgObs(ΣObs).♦
Note that in the special case where all operations op ∈ OP are declared as observers
(for each non-observable argument sort) any Σ-algebra is an observational ΣObsalgebra and ≈ΣObs,A is just the (total) observational equality of elements defined in
[4]3 and similarly in other approaches in the literature like, for instance, in [22, 11].
Let us now point out the relationship to the coalgebraic framework (cf. e.g. [16, 23]).
For this purpose assume that ΣObs = (Σ, SObs, OPObs) is an observational signature
such that for any observer (op, i) ∈ OPObs, si is the only non-observable argument
sort of op. Moreover, assume that any observable sort s ∈ SObs is interpreted in any
observational ΣObs-algebra by the same fixed set of observable values (e.g. integers,
booleans etc.). Then a (polynomial) functor T: Set → Set can be associated to OPObs
which captures the functionality of the observer symbols. 4 Any observational
ΣObs-algebra A is an extension of a T-coalgebra C which has the same carrier sets as
C and defines the non-observer operations op ∈ OP\OPObs on top of C. The fact that
the extension A is an observational algebra is equivalent to the fact that each
operation of OP preserves bisimilarity of elements (cf. e.g. [16]).
In order to obtain a category of observational algebras we still need an appropriate
morphism notion. Of course, since any observational algebra is a Σ-algebra, one could
simply use standard homomorphisms between Σ-algebras. But this does not reflect the
relationships between the observable behaviour of algebras. Therefore, we have
chosen another definition where an observational homomorphism is defined as an
appropriate relation which is compatible with observational equalities.
Definition 3.6 (Observational homomorphism)
Let A, B ∈ AlgObs(ΣObs). An
observational ΣObs-homomorphism ϕ: A → B is an S-sorted family (ϕs)s∈S of
relations ϕs ⊆ As x Bs with the following properties for all s ∈ S:
(1) For all a ∈ As there exists b ∈ Bs such that a ϕs b.
(2) For all a ∈ As, b, b’ ∈ Bs, if a ϕs b then (a ϕs b’ if and only if b ≈ΣObs,B b’).
(3) For all a, a’ ∈ As, b ∈ Bs, if a ϕs b and a ≈ΣObs,A a’ then a’ ϕs b.
(4) For all (op: s1,…, sn → s) ∈ OP and ai ∈ Asi, bi ∈ Bsi,
if ai ϕsi bi for i = 1,…, n then opA(a1,…, an) ϕs opB(b1,…, bn). ♦
2 Obviously, for this it is sufficient that all non-observer operations are compatible with

≈ΣObs,A.
3 In [4] also partial observational equalities are considered. It should be straightforward to
extend our approach to this case.
4 If there is more than one non-observable sort in S\S

associated to ΣObs.

Obs then a set of functors has to be

Theorem 3.7 (The category of observational algebras)
For each observational signature ΣObs, the class AlgObs(ΣObs) together with
observational ΣObs-homomorphisms is a category which, by abuse of notation, will
also be denoted by AlgObs(ΣObs). Thereby the composition of observational
homomorphisms is the usual composition of relations and, for each observational
ΣObs-algebra A, the identity idA: A → A in the category AlgObs(ΣObs) is the
observational equality ≈ΣObs,A. (The proof is straightforward; see [14].) ♦
Since for any observational ΣObs-algebra A the observational equality ≈ΣObs,A is a
Σ-congruence, we can construct the quotient algebra A/≈ΣObs,A which identifies all
elements of A which are indistinguishable "from the outside". A/≈ΣObs,A can be
considered as the "black box view" of A thus representing the "observable behaviour"
of A w.r.t. ΣObs. Using this behaviour construction we obtain (for any observational
signature ΣObs) a functor from the category Alg Obs(ΣObs) of observational algebras
into the category Alg(Σ) of (standard) Σ-algebras which establishes a one to one
correspondence between observational homomorphisms ϕ: A → B and standard
homomorphisms h: A/≈ΣObs,A → B/≈ΣObs,B, i.e. the functor is full and faithful.
Theorem 3.8 (Behaviour functor)
For any observational signature ΣObs,
FΣObs: AlgObs(ΣObs) → Alg(Σ) is a full and faithful functor where FΣObs is defined by:
For each A ∈ AlgObs(ΣObs), FΣObs(A) =def A/≈ΣObs,A and
for each observational ΣObs-homomorphism ϕ: A → B,
FΣObs(ϕ): A/≈ΣObs,A → B/≈ΣObs,B is defined by FΣObs(ϕ)([a]) = def [b] if a ϕ b.
(For A ∈ AlgObs(ΣObs), FΣObs(A) is called the observational behaviour of A. The
proof of the theorem is straightforward; see [14].) ♦
Remark 3.9
Since FΣObs is full and faithful, it is obvious that two observational
algebras are observationally isomorphic if and only if they have isomorphic
behaviours. Hence, as a consequence of a result in [4], observational isomorphism
coincides with usual notions of observational equivalence between algebras (cf. e.g.
[22]).5 This also points out the adequacy of our morphism notion. ♦

4 Observational Satisfaction
The underlying idea of the observational satisfaction relation is to interpret the
equality symbol "=" occurring in a first-order formula φ not by the set-theoretic
equality but by the observational equality of elements.
Definition 4.1 The observational satisfaction relation between observational ΣObsalgebras and Σ-formulas is denoted by |=ΣObs and defined as follows:
(1) For any two terms t, r ∈ T(Σ, X)s of the same sort s and for any valuation
α: X → A, A, α |=ΣObs t = r holds if Iα(t) ≈ΣObs,A Iα(r).
5 To our knowledge [20] is the first paper where observational equivalence of algebras is
characterized by isomorphism of some category.

(2) For any arbitrary Σ-formula φ and for any valuation α: X → A, A, α |=ΣObs φ is
defined by induction over the structure of the formula φ in the usual way.
(3) For any arbitrary Σ-formula φ, A |=ΣObs φ holds if for all valuations α: X → A,
A, α |=ΣObs φ holds.
The notation A |=ΣObs φ is extended in the usual way to classes of observational
algebras and sets of formulas. ♦
Technically the observational satisfaction relation could be defined in the same way
for arbitrary Σ-algebras which do not necessarily belong to AlgObs(ΣObs). This is the
approach of extended hidden algebra (cf. [8]) where a special predicate symbol "~" is
introduced for representing the observational equality of (non-observable) elements.
But then the congruence rule of the equational calculus is only sound w.r.t. "~" if one
can prove that all operations of a specification are "behaviourally coherent", i.e. are
compatible with the given observational equality.6
Definition 4.2 (Observational consequence)
A Σ-sentence φ is an observational
consequence of a set Φ of Σ-sentences, also denoted by Φ |=ΣObs φ, if for any
observational ΣObs-algebra A, A |=ΣObs Φ implies A |=ΣObs φ. ♦
The next proposition shows that the behaviour functor defined in Theorem 3.8 is
compatible with the observational and the standard satisfaction relations. (For the
proof see [14].)
Proposition 4.3
For any A ∈ AlgObs(ΣObs) and any Σ-formula φ,
A |=ΣObs φ if and only if FΣObs(Α) |= φ. 7 ♦
As a consequence of Remark 3.9 and Proposition 4.3 we can generalize Scott’s
theorem (cf. e.g. [17]) to observational algebras and observational satisfaction (taking
into account that Σ-formulas may be infinitary; cf. Section 2).
Corollary 4.4 (Observational version of Scott’s theorem)8
Let A, B ∈ AlgObs(ΣObs) be two observational ΣObs-algebras such that FΣObs(Α) and
FΣObs(Β) are countable. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) A and B are observationally isomorphic.
(2) For all (possibly infinitary) Σ-formulas φ, A |=ΣObs φ if and only if B |=ΣObs φ. ♦
We are now able to define the syntax and semantics of flat observational
specifications. Structured specifications will be considered in Section 7.
6 The idea of introducing a denotation "~" for observational equalities is suggested in [2, 3] as a
proof-theoretic means for proving behavioural theorems and implementation correctness.
7 In an abstract category-theoretic setting this fact can be used as a definition of behavioural
satisfaction as in [7] and [5].
8 A related result, but formulated in terms of observational equivalence of algebras instead of
observational isomorphism, is given in [4].

Definition 4.5
A flat observational specification SP = ‹ΣObs, Ax› consists of an
observational signature ΣObs = (Σ, SObs, OPObs) and a set Ax of Σ-sentences, called
the axioms of SP. The semantics of SP is given by its signature SigObs(SP) and by its
class of models ModObs(SP) which are defined by
SigObs(SP) =def ΣObs, ModObs(SP) =def {A ∈ AlgObs(ΣObs) | A |=ΣObs Ax}. ♦
For any observational specification SP, the class ModObs(SP) is closed under
observational isomorphisms.
Example 4.6
The following specification of bank accounts has additionally to
the account operations of Example 3.2 an operation "paycharge" which reduces the
balance of an account by a constant monthly fee.
spec ACCOUNT =
sorts {account, int}
observable sorts {int}
observers { _.bal: account → int, _.undo: account → account}
operations "operations for the integers" ∪
{new: → account, _.update_ : account, int → account,
_.paycharge: account → account}
axioms
"axioms for the integers" ∪
{∀ x: int, s: account.
new.bal = 0, new.undo = new,
s.update(x).bal = s.bal+x, s.update(x).undo = s,
s.paycharge.bal = s.bal-10, s.paycharge.undo = s}

A possible model of the specification ACCOUNT which satisfies the axioms even
literally can be defined in terms of lists of integers. Another model which satisfies the
axioms observationally (but not literally) can be constructed by using the well-known
array with pointer realization of lists.
In the above specification the behaviour of the operations is uniquely specified w.r.t.
the given observers. A proper loose specification can be obtained, for instance, by
removing the equations for the "paycharge" operation. Then the semantics of the
specification is still restricted to those models where the interpretation of "paycharge"
is compatible with the given observational equality (since only observational algebras
are admissible models). ♦

5 The Institution of Observational Logic
The category of observational algebras is the basis for defining an institution (cf. [10])
of observational logic which captures the model-theoretic view of the observable
behaviour of systems. An essential ingredient to build an institution is an appropriate
morphism notion for observational signatures which is defined as follows.
Definition 5.1 (Observational signature morphism) Let ΣObs = (Σ, SObs, OPObs)
and Σ’Obs = (Σ’,S’Obs, OP’Obs) be two observational signatures with Σ = (S, OP) and
Σ’ = (S’, OP’). An observational signature morphism σ: ΣObs → Σ’Obs is a signature
morphism σ: Σ → Σ’ such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) For all s ∈ S, s ∈ S Obs if and only if σ(s) ∈ σ(SObs).
(2) If (op, i) ∈ OPObs then (σ(op), i) ∈ OP’Obs.
(3) If (op’, i) ∈ OP’Obs such that op’: s1’,…,sn’ → s’ and si’ = σ(si) for some s ∈ S
then there exists (op, i) ∈ OPObs, op: s1,…,sn → s such that op’ = σ(op). ♦
Condition (1) is standard. It requires that observable and non-observable sorts are
preserved by σ. Condition (2) requires that also observers are preserved by σ.
Condition (3) is essential for the satisfaction condition presented below. It says that
whenever the image σ(s) of some "old" sort s of ΣObs is observed by an observer
op’ of Σ’Obs then there must be a corresponding observer op of ΣObs which observes s
and which is mapped to op’. Thus no "new" observations can be introduced for "old"
sorts. However, it is important to note that there is still sufficient flexibility for the
following:
1. We can introduce new operation symbols in OP’\OP’Obs which are not in the image
of σ but nevertheless may have argument sorts which are in the image of σ. A
standard example may be given by the signature of a specification of a bank which is
based on (i.e. imports) a specification of accounts. Then the bank specification may
introduce a new operation "_.add_: bank, account → bank" for adding an account to a
bank. This is not a problem as long as "add" is not used as an observer for accounts
(i.e. (add, 2) is not an observer which indeed would be strange). Examples like this,
where some argument sorts of an operation are imported from another signature
frequently occur in practice, in particular, in object-oriented programming. This
situation cannot be dealt with by hidden signature morphisms; cf. e.g. [19]. Extended
hidden algebra, however, solves this problem; cf. [8].
2. We can introduce new observers (op’, i) in OP’Obs as long as the observed sort si’ is
not in the image of σ. For instance, in the bank example one has definitely to
introduce some observer(s) for the new sort "bank". This can neither be done in
hidden algebra nor in extended hidden algebra.
Definition 5.2 (Observational reduct functor) For any observational signature
morphism σ: ΣObs → Σ’Obs, AlgObs(σ): AlgObs(Σ’Obs) → AlgObs(ΣObs) is defined by:
For each A’ ∈ AlgObs(Σ’Obs), AlgObs(σ)(A’) =def A’ σ.
For each observational Σ’Obs-homomorphism ϕ’: A’ → B’,

|

AlgObs(σ)(ϕ’): A’ σ → B’ σ is defined by AlgObs(σ)(ϕ’) =def ϕ’ σ.

|

|

|

(See Section 2 for the definition of the reducts A’ σ and ϕ’ σ.) ♦

|

|

The following lemma is essential for proving that AlgObs(σ) is indeed a well-defined
functor (cf. Theorem 5.4) and also for checking the (observational) satisfaction
condition (cf. Theorem 5.5). It says that the observational equality is preserved by
observational reducts. (The proof of the lemma and of the subsequent theorems is
given in [14].)
Lemma 5.3
For any observational signature morphism σ: ΣObs → Σ’Obs and
observational Σ’Obs-algebra A’ ∈ AlgObs(Σ’Obs), (≈Σ’Obs,A’) σ = ≈ΣObs,(A’|σ). ♦

|

Theorem 5.4
For any observational signature morphism σ: ΣObs → Σ’Obs,
AlgObs(σ): AlgObs(Σ’Obs) → AlgObs(ΣObs) is a well-defined functor. ♦
We are now able to state the satisfaction condition for observational logic which
generalizes the satisfaction condition for hidden algebra. It guarantees encapsulation
in the sense that observational properties are respected when composing
specifications. In Section 7 we will consider structured specifications and we will see
how a straightforward sound and complete proof system for structured specifications
can be constructed which needs the validity of the satisfaction condition.
Theorem 5.5 (Observational satisfaction condition) Let σ: ΣObs → Σ’Obs be an
observational signature morphism. For any A’ ∈ AlgObs(Σ’Obs) and Σ-sentence φ,
A’ |=Σ’Obs σ(φ) if and only if AlgObs(σ)(A’) |=ΣObs φ
where σ(φ) is the usual extension of a signature morphism to Σ-sentences. ♦
Corollary 5.6 (The institution of observational logic)
The quadruple INSObs = (SigObs, SenIFOLEQ, AlgObs, |=Obs) is an institution whereby:
• SigObs is the category of observational signatures and observational signature
morphisms.
• The functor SenIFOLEQ: SigObs → Set maps
- each observational signature ΣObs = (Σ, SObs, OPObs) to the set of (possibly
infinitary) many-sorted first-order Σ-sentences (cf. Section 2) and
- each observational signature morphism σ: ΣObs → Σ’Obs to the obvious
translation function which transforms Σ-sentences into Σ’-sentences.
• The functor AlgObs: (SigObs)op → Cat maps
- each observational signature ΣObs to the category AlgObs(ΣObs) of
observational ΣObs-algebras and observational ΣObs-homomorphisms and
- each observational signature morphism σ: ΣObs → Σ’Obs to the observational
reduct functor AlgObs(σ): AlgObs(Σ’Obs) → AlgObs(ΣObs).
• |=Obs = (|=ΣObs)ΣObs∈|SigObs| where, for each observational signature ΣObs, |=ΣObs
is the observational satisfaction relation of a Σ-sentence by an observational
ΣObs-algebra. ♦
According to Proposition 4.3 the family (FΣObs)ΣObs∈|SigObs| of (full and faithful)
functors FΣObs: AlgObs(ΣObs) → Alg(Σ) can be extended to an institution morphism
(cf. [10]) which maps the institution of observational logic to the institution of
(standard) infinitary first order logic.

6 A Proof System for Observational Logic
In this section we study the proof theory for observational logic. For defining an
appropriate proof system we first associate to any observational signature ΣObs the
following set FAΣObs of Σ-sentences.

Definition 6.1
Let ΣObs = (Σ, SObs, OPObs) be an observational signature with
Σ = (S, F). FAΣObs =def {FAΣObs(s) | s ∈ S\SObs} where for any s ∈ S\SObs,
FAΣObs(s) =def ∀ xL, xR:s. (

∧

c∈C(ΣObs)s→S
Obs

∀ Var(c). c[xL] = c[xR]) ⇒ xL = xR.

Thereby Var(c) denotes the set of all variables occurring in c besides the context
variable zs. ♦
The underying idea for considering FA ΣObs stems from a result in [4] where it is
shown that the behavioural theory of a class C of Σ-algebras coincides with the
standard theory of the fully abstract algebras of C. The following theorem shows that
indeed the sentences FAΣObs allow us to characterize the observational consequence
relation in terms of the standard consequence relation. (For the proof see [14].)
Theorem 6.2
Let ΣObs be an observational signature, Φ be a set of Σ-sentences
and φ be a Σ-sentence. Φ |=ΣObs φ if and only if Φ ∪ FAΣObs |= φ. ♦
In the sequel we assume given, for each signature Σ, a sound and complete proof
system Π(Σ) for (many-sorted) infinitary first-order logic (see the discussion below).
The proof system Π(ΣObs) for observational logic is then constructed by adding to the
axioms and rules of Π(Σ) the sentences FAΣObs as further axioms.
Definition 6.3 (Proof system for observational logic)
For any observational signature ΣObs, Π(ΣObs) =def Π(Σ) ∪ FAΣObs.
We write Φ |–ΣObs φ (Φ |–Σ φ resp.) if φ is a Σ-sentence that can be deduced from a set
Φ of Σ-sentences by the axioms and rules of Π(ΣObs) (Π(Σ) resp.). ♦
Corollary 6.4 (Soundness and completeness) For any observational signature ΣObs,
set Φ of Σ-sentences and Σ-sentence φ, Φ |–ΣObs φ if and only if Φ |=ΣObs φ.
Proof: Φ |–ΣObs φ iff, by definition of Π(ΣObs), Φ ∪ FAΣObs |–Σ φ iff, by soundness
and completeness of Π(Σ), Φ ∪ FAΣObs |= φ iff, by Theorem 6.2, Φ |=ΣObs φ. ♦
The axioms FAΣObs can be considered as a coinductive proof principle (cf. e.g. [16])
which, together with Π(Σ), allows us to prove the observational validity not only of
equations but of arbitrary first-order formulas. If ΣObs contains only direct observers
there exist (up to α-conversion) only finitely many observable contexts and hence
FAΣObs is finitary. In this case Π(Σ) can be chosen as a formal (i.e. finitary) proof
system and any available theorem prover for first-order logic can be used to prove that
φ is an observational consequence of Φ. 9
If ΣObs contains indirect observers there may be infinitely many observable contexts
and then FAΣObs contains infinitary conjunctions. In this case we can choose for Π(Σ)
a proof system for infinitary first-order logic (for instance, the many-sorted variant of
9 For instance, using the Larch Prover one can directly implement the axioms FA
ΣObs by the

"partitioned by" construct of LP; cf. [12].

the proof system in [17]). Then the above completeness result is mainly of theoretical
interest. However, it is important to note that the infinitary formulas FA ΣObs can still
be very useful because in practical examples the validity of (an instantiation of) the
infinitary conjunction of FAΣObs can often be verified by an induction proof (cf.
Example 6.5 below). Using a result of [3] it is even possible to encode the infinitary
formulas FAΣObs by finitary ones if one introduces auxiliary symbols and
reachability constraints. Hence the problem of the non-completeness of finitary proof
systems for observational logic corresponds exactly to the non-completeness of
finitary proof systems for inductively defined data types (in particular of arithmetic).
Example 6.5
Consider the signature of the ACCOUNT specification of
Example 4.6. It induces the infinitary sentence FA(account) =def
∀ sL, sR: account. ( sL.undoi.bal = sR.undoi.bal) ⇒ sL = sR.

∧

i∈N

Now consider the implicitly universally quantified equation
s.paycharge = s.update(-10).
It is easy to prove by induction that for all i ∈ N,
s.paycharge.undoi.bal = s.update(-10).undoi.bal
can be derived from the axioms of ACCOUNT. Then, using FA(account), we deduce
s.paycharge = s.update(-10)
and therefore, by Corollary 6.4, this equation is an observational consequence of the
ACCOUNT specification. ♦

7 Structured Observational Specifications
In [6] (and similarly in [24]) a basic set of specification-building operations is defined
which allows one to build structured specifications over an arbitrary institution. We
will now apply these operators to the particular institution of observational logic thus
obtaining the following set of operations for constructing structured observational
specifications. The semantics of such a specification SP is determined by its
(observational) signature, denoted by SigObs(SP), and by its class of models, denoted
by ModObs(SP). In the following definition we assume that σ: ΣObs → Σ’Obs is an
injective observational signature morphism. 10
basic:

Any presentation ‹ΣObs, Ax› is an observational specification. Its semantics is defined in
Definition 4.5.

union:

For any two observational specifications SP1 and SP2 with SigObs(SP1) = SigObs(SP2),
the expression SP1 ∪ SP2 is an observational specification with semantics
SigObs(SP1 ∪ SP2) =def SigObs(SP1),
ModObs(SP1 ∪ SP2) =def ModObs(SP1) ∩ ModObs(SP2).

10 The injectivity requirement ensures that the interpolation property for institutions (cf. [6])

needed for the completeness proof holds. Whether the interpolation property holds without this
assumption seems to be an open question.

translate:

For any observational specification SP with SigObs(SP) = ΣObs, the expression
translate SP by σ is an observational specification with semantics
SigObs(translate SP by σ) =def Σ’Obs,
ModObs(translate SP by σ) =def {A’ ∈ AlgObs(Σ’Obs) | AlgObs(σ)(A’) ∈ ModObs(SP)}.

derive:

For any observational specification SP’ with SigObs(SP’) = Σ’Obs, the expression
derive from SP’ by σ is an observational specification with semantics
SigObs(derive from SP’ by σ) =def ΣObs,
ModObs(derive from SP’ by σ) =def {AlgObs(σ)(A’) | A’ ∈ModObs(SP’)}.

Definition 7.1
Let SP be an observational specification with signature ΣObs.
A Σ-sentence φ is called an observational theorem of SP, written SP |=ΣObs φ, if
ModObs(SP) |=ΣObs φ. ♦
In the following we are interested in a proof system which allows us to prove
observational theorems of structured (observational) specifications. For this purpose
we instantiate the institution-independent proof system of [6] and obtain the following
rules which generate, for each observational signature ΣObs, a relation
|–ΣObs between observational specifications SP and Σ-sentences φ.
(pi-obs)

SP |–ΣObs φi for i ∈ I, {φi | i ∈ I} |–ΣObs φ
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
SP |–ΣObs φ

(basic)

φ ∈ Ax
––––––––––––––––
‹ΣObs, Ax› |–ΣObs φ

(union-1)

SP1 |–ΣObs φ
––––––––––––––––––
SP1∪SP2 |–ΣObs φ

(union-2)

SP2 |–ΣObs φ
–––––––––––––––––
SP1∪SP2 |–ΣObs φ

(translate)

SP |–ΣObs φ
–––––––––––––––––––––––––
translate SP by σ |–Σ’Obs σ(φ)

(derive)

SP’ |–Σ’Obs σ(φ)
––––––––––––––––––––––––
derive from SP’ by σ |–ΣObs φ

According to the rule (pi-obs) the proof system for structured specifications is based
on the proof system Π(ΣObs) for observational logic (cf. Section 6). The other rules
correspond to the specification-building operations and hence proofs of observational
theorems can be performed according to the structure of a given specification. An
institution-independent proof of the soundness of the above rules is presented in [24].
The completeness can be checked by applying the results of [6] to the insti-tution
INSObs of observational logic. For this purpose one has to show that INSObs satisfies
the amalgamation and interpolation properties which is detailed in [14].
Theorem 7.2 (Soundness and completeness)
Let SP be an observational
specification with signature ΣObs and let φ be a Σ-sentence.
SP |=ΣObs φ if and only if SP |—ΣObs φ. ♦

8 Conclusion
Observational logic provides a formal foundation for an observational specification
methodology for state-based systems which works quite analogously to functional
specifications of reachable data structures. In the latter case one usually starts by
declaring a set of data type constructors. Similarly, in the observational case one starts
by declaring a set of observers which do not tell us how elements are constructed but
how elements can be observed. While data type constructors induce a generation
principle which restricts the admissible models of a specification to reachable
algebras, observer operations induce an observational equality which restricts the
admissible models to observational algebras. Moreover, the operations on reachable
data structures can be specified by inductive definitions while the operations on nonobservable elements (i.e. states) can be defined (coinductively) by describing their
effect w.r.t. the given observers. Analogously to abstract data type specifications, a
loose observational specification describes a class of observational algebras which is
closed under observational isomorphisms. Such a class can be considered as an
"abstract behaviour type". If it contains only one observational isomorphism class its
specification can be regarded as an "observationally monomorphic" specification of
an object-oriented program.
The main topic of our next research steps is the consideration of refinement relations
between (structured) observational specifications with an emphasis on refinement
proofs. We hope that we can reuse several results of [2] and [13] but we are aware
that these approaches do not deal with a built-in (internalised) observational semantics
of structured specifications as considered in this paper. Another important direction of
future research is concerned with an extension of observational logic to take into
account concurrent systems specifications.
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